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Lumbar canal stenosis (LCS) may be a condition that affects
the body part spine. LCS will cause back and leg pain thanks to
the compression of vegetative cell structures and intraspinal
vasculature thanks to the narrowing of the vertebral canal. LCS
is sort of common in individuals older than sixty five years, and
its most vital clinical symptom is intermittent animal tissue
gimpiness. animal tissue gimpiness is characterized by pain,
paraesthesia, and cramping in one or each legs.1 it's caused
suddenly by walking and prolonged standing and might be
eased through sitting and bending
Neurogenic limping could be a main reason resulting in
incapacity and lost independence within the older population.4
The patients with symptomatic LCS not solely suffer from back
and leg pain, however are at high risk for developing serious
complications. Incapacity and lost independence might result in
physical deterioration and fat, which can eventually result in
serious health issues. Those afflicted have a lot of serious
walking limitations than people with knee or hip degenerative
arthritis.6 consequently, their restricted ability to steer and
stand result in a major decrease in quality of life
The rate of surgery for LCS has up dramatically, some smart
outcomes from surgery are incontestable, and however the
literature has additionally prompt restricted long-run edges
when put next to medical procedure management. Some
conservative treatment is usually recommended before surgical
intervention. Researchers have targeted on the employment of
epidural steroid injections to treat pain thanks to LCS.
Because pain and restricted walking area unit the most impaired
functions in patients with LCS, decreasing pain and rising
walking ability area unit the first goals for treatment.
Systematic reviews on epidural steroid injections for LCS area
unit offered. However, whether or not epidural steroid
injections will relieve pain and improve walking ability in
patients with LCS in short and semi-permanent follow-ups is

unclear. It’s vital to judge the role of epidural steroid injection
treatments to manage patients with LCS.
Lumbar canal pathology is one in all the foremost usually
diagnosed and treated pathologic conditions touching the spine.
Prevalence of no inheritable, chronic LSS ranges from sixteen.8
– 29.1%. One LSS causes vital incapacity in old. Epidural
steroid with anesthetic is a smaller amount invasive, safer, and
a lot of value effective treatment than surgery.2
10 patients with proof of LSS on tomography and vital medical
specialty disability of walking and paraesthesia on history and
clinical examination were elite. There was no motor deficit or
bowel/ bladder involvement. Patients were aged between
60&79year. 3 patients were feminine and 7 were male. The
patients got corticoid with bupivacaine and lignocaine in
epidural house at level of L2-3, L3-4. Patients with motor
deficit, bowel/bladder involvement, and proof of spinal
instability on x-ray, previous body part surgery and previous
injection in past vi months were excluded. Pain was classified
consistent with Visual Analogue Scale. Patients were evaluated
at 2 weeks, 4 weeks and 12 weeks.
8 out of 10 patients reported significant improvement in pain, 1
reported temporary decrease in pain and 1 reported no
improvement.
On the basis of the reviewed trials, when compared with local
anesthetic, we found no evidence that epidural steroid injection
therapy provides a statistically significant improvement in pain
symptoms or walking ability in LCS patients. Moreover, local
anesthetic appears to play an unusual role in its efficacy for
pain control. Additional better and rigorous studies with longterm observation are required to elucidate the effectiveness of
epidural steroid injection treatment for LCS. It has the
advantage of being a day care procedure, with less comorbidity
and expenditure compared to surgery.
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